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A Glimpse Into My World
The  Cinematic World



Brand
noun 

A type of  product manufactured by a 
particular company under a particular 

name. 

Brands are supposed empower someone's work, if  done 
correctly. Branding incorrectly can result in a decline of  
sales or support from the world. A good reputation can 
go a long way and help you succeed in anything. I chose 

to place my own logo as the chosen image for brand 
because it represents me with my initials and I want to 

showcase it in all my projects for the world to see. 



Bricolage
noun 

Construction or creation from a diverse 
range of  available things.

The idea is to not have it all, but to work with what you have and 
make the most out of  it. The displayed image was chosen because 
it reflects my creation process. When I am working on a project 

and feel as if  the job cannot be completed, I push myself  to work 
harder and make the project more meaningful by giving the 

audience something worth looking at and talking about because it 
was made from different mediums and a different mindset.  



Convergence
noun 

A number of  different things or parts 
that are put or grouped together as one 

new item.

The artwork representing Albert Einstein has an 
abundant of  items which help build his physical 
appearance. These items are what I interpret as 

“characteristics.” Each person can point out different 
characteristics about me, but when they are converged 

into one thats when they see the bigger picture of  who I 
am as a whole.   



Flâneur
noun 

A man who saunters around observing 
society.

Enjoying life is what I try to do the most. Whenever I 
need time for myself, I take walks to relax, think, and 

appreciate what is around me. By observing whats 
around, I have learned nothing is ever given in society. 
If  you want something, you have to work hard for it. 

Never take life for granted because nothing lasts forever. 



Modernism
noun 

Modern character or quality of  thought, 
expression, or technique. 

Expression with newer thoughts and techniques is how I 
think of  modernism. It allows you to look apart, but it 
welcomes you into a different world highly accepted for 

your creativity. I chose a modern architecture as the 
image because this style is what I am fascinated by and 
it also represents my interest in cinema as it resembles a 

film strip.



Montage
noun 

The process or technique of  selecting, 
editing, and piecing together separate 
sections of  film to form a continuous 

whole. 

When creating a new video project, I use the montage 
technique to show a passage of  time. Piecing clips together 
at a fast pace, informs the audience of  what is going on 
throughout the story without getting bored of  watching. 

The image chosen represents how it feels to go through all 
the footage and select individual clips worth juxtaposing to 

compress time and convey a lot of  information.



Parody 
noun 

An imitation of  the style of  a particular 
writer, artist, or genre with deliberate 

exaggeration for comic effect.

My favorite scene from a parody movie is the 
“Wazzuuupp” scene from Scary Movie. Parody movies 

are one of  my favorite genres and it is something I 
would like to do for filmmaking. I believe parodies are 

great for expressing creativity and enjoying the process of  
creating a twist onto an original movie without being 

sued.



Replica
noun 

An exact copy or model of  something, 
especially one on a smaller scale.

Banksy is one of  my favorite graffiti artists 
because of  his mysterious ways and powerful 

artworks he created over the years. His art 
pieces are highly respected, thus many replicate 
his work as admiration for the mysterious man. 



Spectacle
noun 

Visually striking performance or display.

When creating movie projects, I always strive to 
make it spectacular. If  it is not visually appealing 
or impactful in some form, then I have failed at 
my job. As a film editor, I can learn from these 
mistakes and showcase more work an audience 

would love to see in a movie. 



Sublime
adj. 

Of  such excellence, grandeur, or beauty 
as to inspire great admiration or awe. 

Excellence is achieved when something is done in a 
respectful and timely manner. Out of  respect for your 

excellence, you will be admired by many and soon find 
yourself  surrounded by the beauty of  being capable of  
engaging with others and going places you never seen 
before. I chose this image because it reminds me of  

excellence being a golden ticket to bigger goals in life.



Surveillance 
noun 

To keep watch or be under close 
observation, especially of  a suspected spy 

or criminal.

For the longest time, we all have been under close 
observation. From the moment we are born, our parents keep 
watch of  us. As we get older, we notice more ways we are 

being watched over. Now that cameras are so common, it is 
difficult to find privacy. Banksy’s artwork about surveillance 
represents how noticeable the “watchers” are and the great 

lengths they go to to keep people under surveillance. 



Code
noun 

A systematic organization of  signs.

The code to the right holds information of  what I 
have created in film. The QR code was selected for 

the purpose of  gaining a new audience and have them 
decipher my cinematic codes. There is no right or 

wrong answer. Check it out to get an understanding 
of  my thinking process and what I do as an editor.



Fin.


